Press Release

Simplified market supervisory evaluation process for respiratory masks in Germany

Coronavirus protection from the DEKRA laboratory

- DEKRA Essen is one of two suitable laboratories
- Accelerated testing of respiratory masks for the coronavirus pandemic in Germany
- First tests will begin on Monday, March 23, 2020

DEKRA expertise is helping to bring additional protective masks to the German market to fight the coronavirus. DEKRA Testing & Certification in Essen is one of two laboratories in Germany that is suitable for testing protective coronavirus masks in accordance with new testing principles. The objective is to make protective masks that could not previously bear the required CE marking available in the fight against coronavirus with targeted tests.

At the recommendation of the EU Commission (2020/403) dated March 13, 2020, the market supervisory authorities may define simplified processes for the procurement of "coronavirus masks." This accelerated process is designed to allow technically effective masks to be approved for public use by the market supervisory authorities. This means that masks that have not yet undergone the necessary but complex EU conformity assessment procedures in accordance with PSA-VO (EU 2016/425) can, as an exception, be made available on the German market.

DEKRA Testing & Certification, with its special laboratory in Essen, is one of the two entities recognized in Germany as a notified body for respiratory masks (FFP masks). The Central Office of Federal States for Safety Technology (Zentralstelle der Länder für Sicherheitstechnik - ZLS) in Munich has now tasked DEKRA and IFA with establishing shortened testing principles. The objective was to create a rapid process that allows for a technical statement on protection from coronaviruses and is accepted by the German market supervisory authority.

Since Monday, March 23, 2020, DEKRA has been testing the first samples in accordance with the newly formulated testing principles at its laboratory in Essen. In this context, DEKRA is not acting as a certifying entity, but instead prepares a
test report and confirms compliance with the testing principles independently of the relevant standards or PPE Ordinance.
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About DEKRA
DEKRA has worked in the field of safety for over 90 years. What was founded in 1925 in Berlin under the name Deutscher Kraftfahrzeug-Überwachungsverein e.V. is now one of the world's leading expert organizations. DEKRA SE is a wholly owned subsidiary of DEKRA e.V. and manages the Group's operating business. In 2019, DEKRA generated estimated revenues in excess of €3.4 billion. The company currently employs around 46,000 people in more than 60 countries on all five continents. With qualified and independent expert services, they work for safety on the road, at work and at home. Its portfolio extends from vehicle inspections and expert opinions about claim settlements, industrial and construction testing, safety consulting and testing and the certification of products and systems to training services and temporary staffing. The vision for the company’s 100th birthday in 2025 is to see DEKRA as the global partner for a safe world.